GLOBE Trees
Seedling Science Journeys

ASK about a topic you would like to explore.
LEARN about that topic and how NASA is involved.
OBSERVE the world around you and find data to explore.
CREATE a product to share what you learned.

CREATE a poster about different ways to measure height
LEARN how citizen scientists measure trees
OBSERVE tree height and circumference
CREATE a carbon cycle diagram

OBSERVE tree height with a clinometer and GO
LEARN how NASA studies the health of forests
CREATE a tree health report card
OBSERVE the condition of trees near you
CREATE a poster showing how animals use trees

LEARN how to observe local trees and wildlife
LEARN about the carbon cycle
LEARN about the carbon cycle
LEARN how trees and biodiversity are connected

What factors impact trees in your community?
What role do trees play in the carbon cycle?
How do trees provide habitats for animals?
How do different measurement methods compare?

LEARN how trees and biodiversity are connected
LEARN how trees and biodiversity are connected
LEARN how trees and biodiversity are connected
LEARN how trees and biodiversity are connected

ASK about a topic you would like to explore.
LEARN about that topic and how NASA is involved.
OBSERVE the world around you and find data to explore.
CREATE a product to share what you learned.